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 CLAUDIA BRODSKY

 "The Impression of Movement":
 Jean Racine, Architecte*

 In Act II, Scene ii of Berenice, Titus, having already decided that he and
 Berenice must be separated, describes to his attendant Paulin the expe-
 rience his decision brings to an end: "Depuis cinq ans entiers chaque
 jour je la vois, / Et crois toujours la voir pour la premiere fois" (II.ii.545-
 46)1 [For five whole years I have seen her every day,/ And I believe
 always that I am seeing her for the first time]. To see Berenice "al-
 ways" as if for the "first time" is Titus's description of the ongoing
 experience of love. That experience, devoid of change or gradual devel-
 opment, is delimited in time only by an unconditional act of negation,
 Titus's pronouncement, some lines earlier: "Pour jamais je vais m'en
 separer" (II.ii.446) [I will separate myself from her forever]. Its origin,
 years removed, is stated in terms equally abrupt. Recounting the histo-
 ry of his errant youth in the continuous past tense of the imperfect,
 Titus interposes the simple preterite, "Berenice me plut" (II.ii.509)
 [Berenice pleased me], that change in verbal modality signifying the
 beginning of an absence of change in life, the inception of an invariable
 because already fully formed passion. For "each day" up until the
 present day-the day, represented by the tragedy, marking the new
 beginning of an invariable separation-reproduces in its entirety a first
 impression of vision, and it is certain that that sequence would con-

 * I would like to thank the George and Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation for support
 during the writing of this article.

 1. Jean Racine, Oeuvres completes (Paris: Gallimard, Bibliotheque de la Pl6iade,
 1950), L:486. References to Racine's plays will henceforth be cited in the text as act,
 scene, and lines. References to prose passages will be to volume and page. All transla-
 tions throughout this essay are my own.

 YFS 76, Autour de Racine: Studies in Intertextuality, ed. Richard E. Goodkin, C 1989
 by Yale University.
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 CLAUDIA BRODSKY 163

 tinue on indefinitely, collapsing the sense of sequentiality itself (the

 "first" equalling the thousand-and-first, ad infinitum), if the moment
 of separation, equalling the moment of tragedy, did not first destroy
 the possibility of all future vision. Titus's five years of love were un-
 eventful in that they repeated a single, already perfected event, a mo-
 ment of vision whose determinant quality was wholly evident in an
 instant. Unaffected by internal or external occurrences, by change of
 any kind, this experience of reciprocal love-of time spent seeing
 Berenice freely-perfectly mirrors formally its thematic opposite in
 the play, the five years of constancy in love we learn of first, spent by
 Antiochus in an imposed silence. "Elle m'imposa meme un eternel
 silence./ Je me suis tu cinq ans, et jusques a ce jour,/ D'un voile

 d'amitie j'ai couvert mon amour" (I.i.23-25) [She even imposed eter-
 nal silence upon me./ For five years I kept silent, and until this day,/
 have covered my love with a veil of friendship]. Regardless of its partic-
 ular content, time ruled by passion in Berenice exists as a series of
 identical "times," and thus not as time in any self-differentiating or
 diachronic sense.

 What Titus tells Paulin may be seen to speak for the representation
 of experience throughout Racinian drama. The passion involved need
 not be love, nor need the play be as markedly divorced from dramatic
 action as Berenice. Eteocle and Polynice, "enemy brothers" ultimate-
 ly killed in a mutual death embrace, only imitate, in the act of separat-
 ing each other from life forever, the hatred which divided and joined
 them even before they could be said to live:

 Eteocle Nous 6tions ennemis des la plus tendre enfance;

 Que dis-je? nous l'etions avant notre naissance.
 Triste et fatal effet d'un sang incestueux!

 Pendant qu'un meme sein nous renfermait tous deux,

 Dans les flancs de ma mere une guerre intestine

 De nos divisions lui marqua l'origine.

 [La Th6baide IV.i.919-24]

 Eteocle We were enemies from the most tender infancy;

 What am I saying? we were before our birth.
 Sad and fatal effect of incestuous blood!

 While the same womb enclosed us both.

 In the loins of my mother a civil war

 Marked the origin of our divisions.

 Just as what Titus learns from Paulin is something he already knows
 (and has known at least since his father's death, or before the play's
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 164 Yale French Studies

 opening- "Des que ma triste main eut ferme sa paupiere,/ De mon

 aimable erreur je fus desabuse" (II.ii.461-62) [As soon as my sorrowful
 hand had closed his lids,/ I was disabused of my loving error]), there is
 no event in the course of La Thebaide which substantially alters its
 already tragic structure, a structure of which its own protagonists are
 at each moment in time fully aware. Unmotivated by character devel-
 opment and transformation, the sequence of dramatic actions in these
 tragedies defies critical interpretation according to the progressive Ar-

 istotelian model of reversal (peripeteia) and recognition (anagnoresis).
 For in a manner absolutely essential to the composition of the dramas
 themselves, Racine's tragic protagonists, enlightened from the start as
 to the consequences of the acts they commit, are already their own
 worst, which is to say, most insightful, critics. By the same token,
 those characters in Racine who act in the absence of any self-critical
 dimension lack that dimension absolutely, that is, in an interpretively
 inaccessible way. Rather than opening themselves to sequential for-
 mal analysis or to speculation regarding the telos of tragic literature-
 the aim to indicate irresolvable human failings or the unfathomable
 workings of the gods-Racine's tragedies appear closed, comprehen-
 sive rather than ineffable, entirely legible in that they are entirely
 articulated, or paradigmatic.

 Precisely this paradigmatic, wholly explicit or self-explicating
 quality of Racine's writing has fostered the comparison of the dramas
 with directly theoretical discursive systems. At the same time as they
 render superfluous the revelatory impulses of literary interpretation,
 Racine's tragedies have been seen to offer models of conceptual think-
 ing. Philosophy of history founded upon dialectics, phenomenological,
 psychoanalytic and structuralist theory have all been identified within
 the limits of Racine's dramatic compositions,2 and the individual

 2. The best known conjunction of paradigmatic theory with the study of Racine is
 Lucien Goldmann's Le Dieu cache. Etude sur la vision tragique dans les Pensees de
 Pascal et dans le theatre de Racine (Paris: Gallimard, 1959). For other systematically
 inclusive views of Racine, see also Karl Vossler, Jean Racine (Munich: Hdber, 1926);
 Thierry Maulnier, Racine (Paris: Gallimard, 1936); Georges Poulet, Etudes surle temps
 humain (Paris: Plon, 1950); Charles Mauron, L'Inconscient dans l'oeuvre et la vie de
 Racine (Aix-en-Provence: Publ. ann. de la Facult6 des Lettres, 1957); Jean Starobinski,
 L'Oeil vivant (Paris: Gallimard, 1961); Roland Barthes, Sur Racine (Paris: Seuil, 1963);
 and Serge Doubrovsky, Pourquoi la nouvelle critique? (Paris: Mercure de France, 1966).
 Doubrovsky, who takes up the querelle between Raymond Picard (Nouvelle critique ou
 nouvelle imposture? [Paris: Pauvert, 19651) and Roland Barthes on the issue of critical
 method (following the publication of Barthes's Sur Racine), helpfully describes the con-
 ceptual bases of la nouvelle critique. A discussion of the centrality of Racine to the
 development of "the new criticism" is offered in A. Bonzon, La Nouvelle critique et
 Racine (Paris: Nizet, 1970).
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 CLAUDIA BRODSKY 165

 reader, whether or not similarly given to systemic visions, must recog-
 nize something in or about Racine on which such visions might fix.
 For like Titus's "first" vision, our immediate and repeated experience
 of the dramas is that they are at once self-defining and definitive. At
 each reading they exhibit an integrity, a consequential rigor, identifia-
 ble with, but not reducible to, any obvious generic or formal considera-
 tion. Tragedy is, by any account, the literature of uncompromising
 consequences, and yet no modern tragedian draws the line between
 "either" and "or" as sharply, and unremittingly, as does Racine. A
 Racinian Hamlet, siding with uncertainty, is unthinkable, but no less
 so, I think, would be the mix of lucidity and madness in a Racinian
 Lear. Similarly, alexandrine meter is the verse form least given to
 verbal equivocation, the soft edges of rhythmic and grammatical ambi-
 guity supplied by less stringent poetic measures. Yet no master of the

 alexandrine before Racine (and perhaps only Baudelaire after), came
 closer to inscribing, with this most traditional tool of French prosody,
 lines of poetry of such apparent inevitability. Transforming a metrical
 given not in measure but in kind, Racine's verse seems to justify and
 summarize the long history of the form, to make necessary an other-
 wise arbitrary, technical convention. While descriptions of the rhe-
 torical and metrical patterns of the plays and anatomies of Racine's
 diction and vocabulary3 have indeed helped bring the contours of the
 verse into relief, the realization such studies lend themselves to most
 readily is the negative truth that, in matters literary, parts itemized
 never fully account for the whole. That feature, rather than separable
 part, which pervades the whole of the Racinian corpus, the religious as

 well as profane, plays, from the "first" instance to the last, is a quality
 which, consistent with its own uncompromising nature, inevitably
 leaves readers of Racine either hot or cold. No less than one of Racine's
 characters, an undecided reader of these dramas is a contradiction in
 terms. The unvarying impression which, analogous to the lovers in
 Berenice, any reader of Racine experiences, finds its counterpart
 in systematic and conceptual rather than interpretive thinking be-
 cause it is an impression which, while inherently textual, is not, I
 would suggest, inherent in the "literary" itself. It is that textual
 quality, the impression effected by a kind of composition independent
 of the experience of the literary, which has prompted my title, its

 3. See Jacques-Gabriel Cahen, Le Vocabulaire de Racine (Geneva: Slatkine Reprints,

 1970 [Paris, 19461); John C. Lapp, Aspects of Racinian Tragedy (London: Oxford Univer-
 sity Press, 1955); Peter France, Racine's Rhetoric (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965); and
 the concluding section on Racinian meter in Martin Turnell, Jean Racine Dramatist

 (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1972), 336ff.
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 166 Yale French Studies

 reference both to Racine as "architect" and to a phrase whose referent
 is extraliterary in the most rigorous sense.

 "The impression of movement"-[der] Eindruck der Bewegung-is
 Heinrich Woifflin's phrase for the effect produced upon the mind when
 the eye views a certain form of plastic art, baroque architecture. Wolf-
 flin introduces the concept of movement into the inevitably mo-
 tionless realm of architectural forms by creating a formal division
 within architecture itself, a series of conceptual oppositions between
 the classical and baroque stylistic systems. The sense of movement
 which Wdlfflin argues is achieved in baroque as opposed to classical
 building reproduces in descriptive terms his understanding of the his-
 torical movement from the renaissance to the baroque period. At the
 same time, this movement in Wolfflin's own thinking, from concrete
 formal analysis to a general theory of historical forms, can be seen as an
 interpretive development of the specific, stylistic observations. While
 a critical analysis of Wdlfflin's method (whose philosophical affinities
 lie with Schleiermacher and Hegel) lies outside the scope of the pre-
 sent study, a brief outline of his descriptions of the underlying princi-
 ples of the classical and baroque should serve to indicate the relevance
 of both conceptual systems, considered formally and jointly rather
 than in historical sequence, to the particular "textual" quality of
 Racine.

 In a now famous study which first brought recognition to the field,

 Wolfflin distinguished what he termed the "freer," "painterly" [mal-
 erisch] style of the baroque (in its early Italian manifestations) from the
 "linear," proportionally determined design of the "architectonic"
 proper, the "strict architecture" of the renaissance:

 Strict architecture affects us through what it is, through its corporeal
 reality, while the effect of painterly architecture is achieved through what

 it appears, through the impression of movement.4

 Architecture, by definition a static aesthetic form, "is" most itself in
 renaissance building because the forms of renaissance building define
 each other's being at any given moment of vision in time. Governed by
 a network of proportions directly available to measurement,5 the

 4. Heinrich Wblfflin, Renaissance und Barock: eine Untersuchung aber Wesen und
 Entstehung des Barockstils in Italien (Munich: T. Ackerman, 1888), 16 (emphasis in
 text). All references to this work will henceforth appear in the text.

 5. On the central importance of rules of proportion to Renaissance architecture, ibid.
 53-57, including Wdlfflin's observation, original in its time, of the existence of "invert-
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 CLAUDIA BRODSKY 167

 forms of renaissance architecture are said to "agree" amongst them-
 selves like the distinctly spaced intervals of a harmonic chord. As
 tonal music articulates an otherwise undefined field of vibration, di-
 viding sound so that it reflects back upon and, so delimited, contains
 itself, renaissance architecture articulates self-containment in space.
 The forms of renaissance building do not merely mark or delimit the

 unlimited, the (strictly speaking) immeasurable dimensions of the
 whole of space; they themselves constitute a whole whose "space"
 they alone create. These fabricated parts gain their sufficiency from
 each other, thereby rendering the whole in which they take part, in

 Wdlfflin's terms, "necessary" (54). What defines architectural "clas-
 sicism," as described and embodied in the architectural theory and
 practice of renaissance Italy (53-54), is the way in which mentally
 composed constructions take on the "corporeal reality" of nature.
 Renaissance architecture does not imitate nature but creates what
 Wolfflin might have called "the impression of being"; Wdlfflin's own
 phrases for the classical countereffect to the baroque "impression of

 movement" are "architectonic impression" (18), "the impression" of
 "the perfected" or "the completed" ("des Volkommenen," 53), and the
 "impression of necessity" and "of the organic" (54). The impression of
 being, or of what "is," is contrasted to the impression of what "ap-
 pears" (to be), which we experience when confronted with natural
 bodies.6 As the parts hold each other, they hold the whole in place, the
 measured reflection of form by form endowing logic with a body, sys-
 tematic architectonics with the substance of individual realization. In
 such buildings the question facing all architectural endeavors is, for
 the time being, answered. The problem of the improbable integrity of
 any addition to the face of the earth is resolved, as in the harmonic
 resolution of a musical composition, by the creation of coherent rela-
 tions between internal forms. Renaissance architecture creates the

 ed" proportional relations informing the parts of Bramante's Cancelleria in Rome (55).
 This insight into the self-mirroring aspect of classical proportionality, directly germane,
 I would suggest, to the discussion of form in Racine, was also the subject of Wdlfflin's
 seminal article, "Zur Lehre von den Proportionen" in H. Wdlfflin, Kleine Schriften

 (1886-1933), ed. Joseph Gantner (Basel: B. Schwabe & Co., 1946), 48-50 (originally
 published in Deutsche Bauzeitung 23 [18891).

 6. Cf., W6lfflin's discussion of our "bodily" apprehension of buildings in Prolegome-

 na zu einer Psychologie derArchitektur (1886), the University Dissertation in which he
 first argued for a philosophy of corporeal forms. Wolfflin based his thesis upon the
 proposition that our perception of three-dimensional objects must derive not only from
 the eye but from a kind of corporeal intuition, i.e., a comprehension of objects as com-
 plete, organic wholes, stemming from the sense of our own physical being.
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 168 Yale French Studies

 appearance of being out of the synchronic vision of proportional
 relations.

 What defines baroque architecture, however, is its dynamic
 appearance, "the impression of movement achieved by means of the
 atectonic."7 In order to produce the "illusion of thoroughgoing mo-
 tion," Wolfflin argues, the baroque did not entirely "suspend the im-
 pression of corporeality" effected by architectural classicism, in which
 "every line works as an edge and every volume as a solid."8 The mental
 effect of baroque architecture instead was to throw the possibility of a
 completely delineated form into doubt. Wdlfflin's history of formal
 exhaustion and "reaction," the temporal pattern he finds reflected in
 stylistic movements generally, explains "the new style as the neces-

 sary reaction to the old" (60, n.2). A sense of aesthetic necessity
 achieved through simplicity, hard enough to conceive and construct
 initially, is even more difficult to maintain over time. The develop-

 ment of a rule-governed art form must take the course of a forking
 path: a historical division between gestures of self-replication leading
 eventually to mechanical repetition, and attempts at variation for the
 sake of innovation.

 Thus, as architectural classicism strove to improve upon its own
 formal mirrorings, the prospect of their necessary resolution began
 simultaneously to recede from view. By a kind of infinite visual re-
 gress, sufficiency in stasis was translated into movement, or at least
 into its "impression." One way in which baroque building can be seen
 to mime this historical mental development is in its own proclivity for
 trompe l'oeil effects, and Wolfflin's analysis of the probable formal
 motivations for baroque aesthetic developments is indeed reflected,
 on a microcosmic level, by the baroque employment of trompe l'oeil.
 The possibility of infinite regress, a pivotal problem for renaissance
 architecture in that it undermined the certainty of any correlation
 between line and solidity of form, was to be embraced by baroque
 builders as a preferred decorative form.9 Wolfflin states retrospectively
 of the turn to the baroque:

 The single unit lost its power, was no longer believed in; if something was

 to pass for not merely accidental, it had to be doubled and tripled. Indeed,

 7. H. W6lfflin, Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe. Das Problem der Stilentwick-

 lung in der neueren Kunst (Munich: Bruckmann, 1943 [orig. pub. 19151), 75.
 8. Ibid., 76.

 9. For Wdlfflin's description of the baroque use of optical illusion, Renaissance und
 Barock 115; for his analyses of particular examples, 52, 115.
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 CLAUDIA BRODSKY 169

 where can one set a limit once the simple is left behind? And furthermore:

 there was the varying of design in the interest of the painterly. Form was

 no longer given in one moment, full and complete and clear, but spheres of

 building were created, complexes of lines, in which the viewer remains

 uncertain as to which is the right one. Thus an impression of movement

 arises: the form appears first to have to gather itself together. [41]

 The impression of a whole "given in one moment," evoked in
 renaissance building by the use of proportional logic, appears an al-
 ready, and perhaps immeasurably distant prospect in the architecture
 of the baroque. The "form" of baroque building does not "appear" fully
 present: only through a diachronic process at odds with the synchronic

 moment of vision could the atectonic become architectonic, the form
 "gather itself together." Yet since, at the same time, only buildings in

 the process of being built (or torn apart) can be said with any concrete
 accuracy to take an active part in diachrony, baroque buildings can
 never fulfill the expectation of their archit ectonic completion. Clas-
 sical conceptions of architectural resolution are instead excluded by
 baroque buildings insofar as all buildings are synchronic and integral,
 rather than virtual, compositions: the parts of a completed building
 may always be remade, the building made to appear "complete" in
 another manner, but that would be to make another building, accord-
 ing to other concepts. As for the attempt of renaissance building to
 express a single moment of completion through architectonic design,
 Wolfflin continues, "the baroque has no sense of such concepts":

 [W]hat its art wishes to bring to expression is not perfected or complete
 being but a becoming, a movement. . . The baroque dares to have impure

 proportions and to make the concordance of its forms dissonant. As long

 as any aesthetic impression at all is being aimed at, a universal dissonance

 is conceptually impossible. But interrelated proportions become in-

 creasingly rare [in baroque buildings] and do not easily strike the eye. [56]

 Whereas dissonance may heighten the effect of the whole within
 the temporal construction of a musical composition, in which "the
 subordination ... of articulations wholly perceptible at a given mo-
 ment" may in fact be "necessary" to the gradual creation of "the mood
 expressed," architecture which aims at the creation of dissonance
 "oversteps its natural limits" (73). A building conceived to embody
 "universal dissonance" would be a building built to collapse the closer
 it came to completion: its final resolution would necessarily be the
 moment it fell to pieces. When Wolfflin remarks categorically that
 "what is progress in music is dissolution in architecture" (73), it is to a
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 conflict not between specific aesthetic media but between the under-
 lying formal categories of diachrony and synchrony that he appeals.'0
 But building which "dares" to "overstep its natural limits," to employ
 "impure proportions" in its own synchronic composition, thereby
 creating a visual sense of imbalance which only the corrective force of

 motion could resolve, does create, in statu, the appearance of an on-
 going development: "the impression of [a] movement" actually going
 on. Such building translates the plastic or static forms of architecture
 into the language of another art. With baroque building. Wdlfflin

 writes, "architecture becomes dramatic" (Prolegomena, 57).

 With Wolfflin's argument in mind it may be said of Racinian drama
 that precisely the inverse proposition holds true: in the plays of Ra-
 cine, drama becomes architectonic. No less than architecture pur-
 posefully subversive of the laws of proportion, Racinian drama ef-
 fected a revolution within the logic of its aesthetic form, one which
 remained critically significant for the future of dramatic composition.
 The fact, noted by Marcel Raymond, that within the idiosyncratic
 history of French literature, the baroque is traditionally considered to

 precede the classical in time, accentuates rather than negates Racine's
 relationship to the general classical-baroque continuum. For whether

 one views Racine's writing (with Raymond, for example) as the apogee
 of a new classicism succeeding and replacing the baroque-a pure
 stylistic phenomenon equalled in the plastic arts only by Poussin' '-
 or whether one detects, with Philip Butler, the "incompatible pres-
 ence" of baroque literary elements within the "dominant tendencies"
 of Racinian classicism, 12 Racine's inverted mirroring of the principles
 of baroque architecture reflects back upon the historically inverted
 notion of (French) classicism as the "postbaroque."'3 For drama be-
 come architectonic is drama which denies essential meaning to any

 form of historical delineation, any conceptualization of substantial,
 temporal change. Such drama cannot accept the transformative power

 10. The unification of that conflict through metaphor forms the basis of one of
 Goethe's famous remarks associating architecture with "frozen music" (erstarrte Mus-
 ik], Conversations with Eckermann, (23 March 1829). See also Woifflin on Goethe and
 architecture, Prolegomena . . ., note 5 above, 18.

 11. See Marcel Raymond, "Propositions sur le baroque et la litt6rature francaise,"
 Revue des sciences humaines 55-56 (1949), and Baroque et renaissancepoetique (Paris:
 Librairie J. Corti, 1955).

 12. Philip Butler, Classicisme et baroque dans 1'oeuvre de Racine (Paris: Nizet,
 1959), 17-18.

 13. Raymond, "Propositions sur le baroque," 133.
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 CLAUDIA BRODSKY 171

 of its own medium, literary language, let alone the tendency to histor-
 icize literature within the limits of stylistically defined periods.

 But more radical still is its inherent rejection of the structural
 principle central to dramatic literature in particular. The paradigmatic
 quality of Racinian drama derives from its repeated demonstration
 that "dramatic" actions make no difference. While referring con-
 sistently to historical sources and conforming to the classical rules of
 mimetic unity in tragedy, Racinian drama does not represent the rela-
 tion of action as history; tragic literature reduced of dramatic action
 does not represent action, in any conceivable Aristotelian sense, but
 rather represents action as text. It is in this sense that, read or recited,

 perceived "live" or in the mind,14 all action in Racine resembles the
 dramaturgically scandalous "recit de Theramene." That perfectly ar-
 ticulate report of an unspeakable and decisive event-the death of the

 virtuous Hippolyte in Ph edre-has been condemned (and defended) on
 charges of inverisimilitude throughout the history of the play's recep-
 tion.15 But whether viewed as an extravagant baroque infraction of
 classical mimetic decorum, or as the necessarily decorous representa-
 tion of an extravagantly violent event, the speech is not exceptional
 but rather emblematic of Racine in that it represents Racine's transfor-
 mation of a dramatic moment into an instant of textual composition.
 For the recit does not merely represent the dramatic action of a life

 14. Indeed, rather than proposing any discrepancy between the performance of these
 dramas and their reading as text, I would suggest that the "timeless" effect of Racinian
 theater-the way in which, unlike earlier "baroque" or later "classical" drama, it
 strikes the contemporary theater-goer with a freshness never historically dated-de-
 rives from its identification of dramatic effect with systemic articulation rather than
 dramatic action. Independent of the merits or faults of specific performances, Racinian
 drama works upon the listener with undiminished force because it depends less upon the
 success of individual representations than upon the realization, onstage, of its own
 thorough self-containment.

 15. In "The 'RMcit de Th6ramene'," Linguistics and Literary History (Princeton:

 Princeton University Press, 1948), Leo Spitzer considers this speech a telling instance of
 the "Racinian baroque" 116, by which the grotesque is molded into a poised object of

 contemplation (124). Spitzer's conclusion that "the recit succeeds in taming the mon-
 ster by style" (125) thereby mirroring the "harmony" achieved by the play as a whole
 (123), begs the question of the explicit textualization of action effected by the speech and
 is directly at odds with the present reading of Racine. Of particular interest, however, is
 that Spitzer describes the success of the recit in architectural and plastic rather than
 verbal terms, thereby exploiting, while apparently ignoring, the structural discrepancy
 between these media; see especially his discussion of the "plastic beauty" and

 "weighty" "architected alexandrines" of the speech (124). Cf., Benjamin Constant's
 analysis of the specifically dramaturgical necessity of the r6cit in "De la tragedie de

 Wallstein, par Schiller et du theatre allemand" (1809) (Oeuvres completes [Paris: Gal-
 limard, 1957], 887).
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 ending in death; it goes beyond death to represent a dead body being
 irrecognizably deformed, a being no longer literary in that it negates
 itself as representable history. Like the necessarily extravagant "recit
 de Theramene," Racine's plays "dare" (in Wdlfflin's words) to "over-
 step" their own "natural limits" by negating the codetermining di-
 achronic and mimetic demands of tragic dramatic literature.

 Thus "the impression of movement" takes on an opposite signifi-
 cance when referred directly to Racinian drama. Used by Wolfflin to
 designate the special virtue of an inherently synchronic art, baroque
 architecture, the phrase has arisen in Racinian criticism to denote a
 structural aesthetic flaw. Bernard Weinberg, in The Art of Jean Racine,
 describes the mere appearance in Racinian drama of an essential dra-
 maturgical feature. Without reference to Wdlfflin, he equates "the
 impression of movement" effected by the plays with Racine's failure
 to create the truly dynamic momentum characteristic of dramatic
 plots. Rather than active, in a causal, diachronic sense, the events in
 the tragedies are, for Weinberg, "rhetorical," i.e., individual verbal
 moments aimed primarily at "the display and glorification of char-
 acter."16 While this tendency appears most marked for Weinberg in
 Racine's early plays, it is one he identifies as the "poetic," i.e., formal
 and mimetic, problem of all the dramas with the exception of Phedre
 alone.

 Weinberg's analyses of La Thebaide and Alexandre set out the
 terms of that problem most clearly:

 Rather than a plot, which would have within itself a dynamic principle of

 development, we have a series of repetitions of the same episode-at-

 tempt and failure-with no essential difference between one episode and

 the next. The organization is static ... necessity provides a kind of con-
 stant, unchanging static basis for action; if the dynamics of proba-

 bility . . . are not added, the poem will stand still. This is what happens in

 La Th6baide. [24-27, emphasis mine]

 [A]sk why the person does what he does; and you will find in almost every
 case that it is because he is the kind of man he is.... This does not mean

 that there is no forward motion, no chronology, no sense of a development

 toward a conclusion. Racine uses a number of devices to create the impres-

 sion of movement [in Alexandre] ... an ambassador is announced, he

 arrives . . . [etc.]. All these events are successive to one another, and their
 order could not be changed. But ... these events do not in themselves

 16. Bernard Weinberg, The Art of Jean Racine (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
 1963), 49. References to this work will henceforth be found in the text.
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 seem to constitute the main action of the tragedy.... Since ... it is

 rarely "because" of what precedes that any event is as it is, since we have

 sequence or succession but not causality, the order here never becomes a

 "poetic" one.

 We do have ... something that looks like an action, a movement from

 beginning through middle to end, auxiliary and secondary personages who

 contribute to that movement.. . . For purposes of the drama, however, the

 device that [Racine] chose was insufficient, improper . . . the external pat-

 tern imposed upon the events gave merely a semblance of a real dramatic

 action.

 Perhaps what results from this kind of structure may best be described

 as "rhetorical drama."[42-43, 49-50, emphases mine]

 In Bajazet, Mithridate, and Athalie, Weinberg finds a similar substitu-
 tion of "rhetorical" devices for "real dramatic action." Plays like
 Andromaque, Britannicus and Iphigenie, in which the formal element
 is more "successfully" developed, are criticized for their failure on the
 mimetic level to represent either a "tragic action" or a "tragic hero" at
 their center, while Berenice and Esther are viewed as the most extreme
 examples of the reduction of plot to a single "episode." Even the case
 made by Weinberg for the unique status of Phefdre among the dramas
 reflects, rather than diverges from, this basic pattern. His description
 of the "movement" of the play, "from an initial state in which Phedre,
 because of her sense of guilt, wishes to die, to a final state in which her
 guilt reaches unbearable proportions and she must die," connotes an
 inevitable worsening of already existing circumstances rather than
 their active change into tragic ones, and in fact resembles his earlier
 criticism of the nondynamic organization of "tragic" action in
 Mithridate.

 The object of Weinberg's criticism is finally the nondramatic
 nature of Racinian drama, "the impression of movement" referring
 negatively in his analysis to Racine's own negation of dramatic struc-
 ture proper. If, according to Wdlfflin, baroque "architecture becomes
 dramatic" in that it makes static linear forms "appear" dynamically
 active, the "static organization" (following Weinberg) of Racinian
 drama gives action the appearance of architecture in the classical
 sense: in verbal terms, that of apparently synchronous, or non-
 progressive text. Yet it is precisely here that the conflicting logics of
 the baroque and the classical can no longer be separated. For the whole
 which these texts articulate represents the conditions of the "ba-
 roque": an atectonic dissonance, a tension in relations, which no ac-

 tion can resolve or recast as past history. Like the "harmonic" reflec-
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 tion of the whole by the part effected in classical architecture, at any
 given moment of the dramas their entire structure appears revealed.
 What holds that structure together, however, is its formalization of a
 pervasive experience of disproportion. Just as the measured clarity of
 Racine's alexandrines gives irresolvably unstable relations the impres-
 sion of being at rest, the nondynamic structure of the dramas gives
 classical or fully articulated form to events whose own logic insists
 they cannot be so contained. Thus atectonic relations are represented
 architectonically while remaining essentially atectonic, for in verbal,
 as opposed to architectural compositions, the architectonic may be a
 way of representing relations that cannot be resolved. Racinian drama
 represents a lived absence of proportion as architectonic, complete and
 immutable-tragic in a textually systematic rather than mimetic, lit-
 erary sense-for it represents events unfolding in time without the
 appearance of change by which we know time, the impression of
 movement equated in literature with the creation of a temporal
 structure.

 Racinian drama throws the notion of just such a structure into
 doubt by appearing to return the term to its concrete and architectural
 rather than discursive sense. It could be said of these "static" dramas
 that they alone take the rules of tragic unity seriously by first taking
 the very concept of unity literally. For instead of merely limiting their
 action arbitrarily to one place and one day, Racine's tragedies represent
 unity absolutely, as a oneness essentially dependent upon simul-
 taneity. It is the unity of the moment, the structural given of plastic
 and synchronic rather than verbal art, that the dramas strive to create
 verbally. Unsubordinated to the form of diachrony, Racine's tragedies
 attempt to constitute a moment out of the conceptual matter of words,
 endowing a predominantly abstract vocabulary with the still weight of
 things, the gravity of unified mass. It is this verbal combat, between
 the experience of an instant and its necessarily temporal articulation,
 between the moment of an impression and its dramatization, that
 defines the drama of the texts in turn.

 If we return now to Berenice, this struggle to define a moment of
 experience in itself, rather than in function of an overarching di-
 achronic structure, becomes clear. The least emplotted and most con-
 troversial of Racine's tragedies, Berenice was criticized from the out-
 set for the extreme simplicity of its action. In defense of the play
 Racine claimed to have done away with unnecessary dramatic com-
 plications, and stated that the tragic genre should not be defined by
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 inclusion of the event of death.17 The "rules of the theater" are consid-
 ered secondary to what Racine names "the principal rule," that of
 "pleasing and moving" the audience (I: 466-67). This end can only be
 achieved, he asserts, through the creation of true representations [le
 vraisemblable], and there is little "verisimilitude" in crowding within
 the scope of a single "day" such a "multitude of things" as "could
 hardly happen in several weeks":

 There are those who think that this simplicity is a mark of paucity of

 invention. They do not dream that, on the contrary, all invention consists

 of making something out of nothing, and that all this great number of

 incidents has always been the refuge of poets who do not feel in their

 genius either enough abundance or enough force to hold their audience's

 attention during five acts by a simple action supported by the violence of

 the passions, the beauty of the sentiments and the elegance of their ex-

 pression.[J: 466, emphasis mine]

 In rejecting number for unity, Racine opposes "invention" (neces-
 sarily of the nonexistent) to the "expression" of experience, the
 "force" felt by the poet also corresponding in a one-to-one relationship
 to the "violence of the passions" his poetry represents. But the Abbe de
 Villars, the critic to whom Racine responded in his preface to Berenice,
 had summarized its dramatic weakness not in terms of complexity but
 duration. According to the Abbe, the main offense against ver-
 isimilitude in Racine's "extremely simple" action is its representation
 of a Roman emperor improbably mastered by love.18 But the drama-
 turgical trespass defining the whole of the play concerns its temporal
 organization of that representation, its extension of a "simple action"

 17. Cf., Racine, preface to Bgrenice (I: 465-67).
 18. See l'Abb6 de Villars, La Critique de B&r6nice (17 Nov. 1670 [Paris: Bilaine, Le

 Petit, Michallet, 1671], 21-22, as well as the Abbe's biting assurance that there is no
 reason to "fear" the negative moral influence of Racine's Titus, since "few people will
 imitate him, and it is a great piece of skill on the part of the poet to have put in his hero an
 inimitable fault and a virtue easily acquired" (39). Similar sentiments were expressed by
 Saint-Evremond in a letter of 1666: "History informs us that Titus, full of consideration
 and circumspection, sent B&r6nice away to Judea in order to avoid giving the slightest
 cause for scandal to the Roman people, and the poet makes of him a desperate man who
 would rather kill himself than consent to this separation" (cited in Lectures de Racine,
 ed. Jean-Jacque Roubine [Paris: Colin, 1971], 15). In different but related terms, Boileau
 also objected to Racine's representation of the lover as a tragic protagonist: "there is
 nothing so ridiculous as the character of a lover.... Love taken literally is not of the
 character of tragedy" unless "it rises to the pitch of fury, and thus becomes a tragic

 passion" (Bolaeana, ou Pens6es choisies [Paris: Chez Nyon, 1776], 58-59).
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 of negligible experiential duration into the single action of a "five act"
 play:

 For this entire play, if one looks closely, is only the matter of one

 scene.... Isn't it more skillful to have saved this scene, rather than en-
 cumbering oneself with incidents, and to have made five Acts out of it?

 First, by this strategy one rescues oneself from the hard work which the

 care for conserving unity of action in a multiplicity of incidents gave to
 Sophocles: for far from there being several, there is hardly one action here:

 and one does not have to fear that the rule of twenty-four hours is not

 kept.... It is certain that this entire affair could be dispatched in a quarter
 of an hour, and that action never lasted for so short a time. [Villars, 31,

 emphases mine]

 The single "scene" lasting a "quarter of an hour" to which the
 Abbe would reduce the whole of Berenice is in fact reflected in the
 single sentence with which Racine heads his preface. Condensing and
 uniting phrases from Suetonius's Lives of the Twelve Caesars, Racine
 presented the following, nearly synchronic version of the drama's his-
 torical source: "Titus, reginam Berenicen, cum etiam nuptias pol-
 licitus ferebatur, statim ab Urbe dimisit invitus invitam" (Preface to
 Berenice, I:465) [The unwilling Titus, when in fact he was said to have
 promised marriage, immediately dismissed the unwilling queen Be-
 renice from the city]. While true to the deliberately unelaborated
 nature of this statement, the Abbe's fifteen minutes may actually be
 reduced immeasurably further, to the point where it may be said
 without hyperbole that "action never lasted for so short a time." For
 just as Titus's knowledge that he cannot marry Berenice predates its
 dramatization, the "expression" of that knowledge composing the
 "simple action" of the play is already predetermined by an action

 which, unavailable to any quantitative measurement, can only be
 identified by being denominated as an instant. This action, again re-
 calling the Abbe's words, is moreover "hardly one" at all but rather an
 instantaneous occurrence in which no act is committed: the impres-
 sion, referred to at the opening of this essay, of a "first" recurrent
 vision. That "time" [fois] in which "passions" were endowed equally
 with constancy and "violence," the formation of a perfected and thus
 permanent disproportion, is the moment which no instance of dramat-
 ic verisimilitude can express since, definitive of an instant, of change
 in time itself, it can never be represented faithfully in either temporal
 or mimetic terms. Such a moment of irreversible difference and deci-
 sion, at one with the fleeting mental act of perception or vision, is
 entirely at odds with the principle of imitation.
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 It is in this sense of an action which is not visibly active, and of a
 moment strictly undefinable in temporal terms, that le regard [the
 look] is essential to Racinian drama. Contrary to Starobinski's focus
 on vision as a vehicle for interpretation, a seeing behind the surface
 and discovery of truth, I would suggest that decisive moments of vi-
 sion in Racine are as uninterpretable as they are unrepresentable.
 Those visual impressions from which the dramas derive always occur
 either in advance of them or offstage: neither shown, nor acted out, but
 referred to in language alone, they themselves take no actual part in

 the events they determine. To describe the act of the Racinian regard
 in terms of its content and phenomenal appearance is to do precisely
 what the playwright knows cannot be done.'9 Just as baroque architec-
 ture can only be seen to be in movement when viewed against the
 linear background of classical harmony, the moment of change by
 which time is defined, unavailable to the rule of verisimilitude, must
 be referred to an experience in which human measure is lost: the rule
 of temperate sentiments, of moderation of passion, defining the very
 possibility of personal character and interaction.20

 Such a moment can be seen as the extradramatic underpinning of
 all the dramas of passion. The fixed point of reference provided by
 Titus's "Berenice me plut" is echoed by others within the works.
 Andromaque's friezelike vision of Hector's death and Pyrrhus's bloody
 appearance (III.viii.992-1011)21 functions dramatically like the
 "odious" image of Axiane's love for Porus, an image which makes
 Taxile, to whom it is "painted" by Cleofile, into the only tragic subject

 19. Cf., Starobinski, "Racine et la poetique du regard," in L'Oeil vivant, note 2
 above. For the opposition between imitation and architectonic construction, cf., H.
 Coulet in "La Metaphore de l'architecture dans la critique litteraire au XVII6 siecle,"
 Critique et creation littgraires en France au XVIMh sicle (Paris: Editions du Centre
 National de le Recherche Scientifique, 1977), 291-306.

 20. Excellent discussions of the rule of character by passion in Racine are offered by
 Erich Auerbach in "Racine und die Leidenschaften" [Racine and the Passions],
 Germanisch-romanische Monatshefte (1928), 371-80, and in Benjamin Constant's "R&
 flexions sur la tragedie," note 15 above.

 21. Here Racine offers, in the major motivational speech of the play which he delays
 until its midpoint, a verbal narrative whose pointedly fixed and reiterative quality most
 resembles that of the actual friezes of historical action which transfix the vision of
 Virgil's Aeneas. While the Virgilian resonances of Racine's verse have long been recog-
 nized, and rightfully so, this rendering of decisive past events in purposefully static
 images at odds with the ongoing experience of living is, I suggest, what underlies the
 specific stylistic and verbal similarities between the dramatic and epic poet. (Compare
 Andromaque's hortative "Figure-toi ... Peins-toi" [Imagine, or Figure to your-
 self ... paint for yourself], and their realization in her own vision of Astyanax as "l'im-
 age d'Hector," with the "empty pictures" of "the battles of Ilium" on which Aeneas in

 Carthage "feeds his soul" in "one fixed gaze" before seeing Dido [Aeneid I. 450-95]).
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 of events inAlexandrele Grand (I.i.95). Neron's narrative of his "beau-
 tiful vision" of the abducted Junie, an "image, " framed by shadows and
 flames of a subject taken unawares, which leaves the tyrant "immo-
 bile," his attempts "to distract" himself from its presence "in vain"
 (II.ii.385-408), resembles the vision which made Roxane "entirely
 forget" the "memory" of Amurat's favors, except that of deciding the
 fate of the very brother who "pleased" her [again, II m'a plu] (I.iii.301 -
 10). The "hatred" of Rome which compels Mithridate to sign his own
 life over to "history," and to choose the possibility that his resistance
 to "tyranny" may be avenged over the certain loss of Monime
 (V.v.1653-60; IV.v. 1400), finds its inverted reflection in the "love" a
 contre-coeur for the conquering Achille whose "fatal" nature, ulti-
 mately realized physically by Eriphile, begins in a moment of vision:
 "Je le vis ... Je sentis le reproche expirer dans ma bouche" [I saw
 him ... I felt all reproach expire in my mouth] (II.i.477-508). Finally,
 it is of course in Phe'dre, the drama in which Racine completed and
 perfected the principle of the "simple action," that the impression of
 movement achieved in a single moment of disproportionate passion is
 summarized. In Phedre's famous paratactic description of the incep-
 tion of her disastrous love, three actions, all part of the same action, are
 narrated in briefest sequence, "Je le vis, je rougis, je palis a sa vue" [I
 saw him, I blushed, I went pale at the sight of him] (I.iv.273). The
 course of an entire life is translated here into an instant, as the experi-
 ences of vision, of passion, and of the pallor of death are rendered
 simultaneous with a single, containing impression, the sight of Hippo-
 lyte [a sa vue]. For, mentally reliving the moment she narrates, Phedre
 will go on "seeing" that vision "without cease" (I.iv.286).

 If the undermining of diachrony through a focus on a single but
 unconvertible moment forms the systematic pattern of Racine's trag-
 edies of passion, such a moment, unrepresentable in itself, is the moti-
 vating force of representation in the religious dramas as well. It is with
 Esther and Athalie that this analysis of the synchronic, textual dimen-
 sion of Racine's dramas concludes, for it is in these dramas, in spite of
 their historical content, that Racine's rejection of the historical within
 drama is most absolute. The disproportionate ratio of nondramatic
 song to spoken verse in Esther has come under critical scrutiny,22 as
 has the "narrow" dramatic scope of the action the play represents.23
 But the composition of the drama negates historic or diachronic dra-

 22. See Turnell, op. cit., 291-92.
 23. Butler, op. cit., 274-76; see also Weinberg, op. cit., 304.
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 matic structure in a more directly dramatic manner, and that is in its
 conception of Aman. For it is as creative of history that Racine's Aman
 sees his own active role of persecution, a creation based upon the
 destruction of a people. In the central speech in which he accounts for
 his actions, Aman dramatically equates the ending of that people's
 ongoing existence with their definition in the preterite tense:

 Je veux qu'on dise un jour aux siecles effrayes:
 Il fut des Juifs. Il fut une insolente race.

 Repandus sur la terre, is en couvraient la face.
 Un seul osa d'Aman attirer le courroux,
 Aussitot de la terre ils disparurent tous.

 [II.i.476-80]

 I want it said one day to the frightened centuries:

 There once were Jews. There once was an insolent race.
 Spread across the earth, they covered its face.

 One alone dared to raise Aman's wrath,

 And immediately they all disappeared from the earth.

 What Aman "wants" is the writing of history itself, the verbal repre-
 sentation of an encompassing story from beginning to end, and it is
 against precisely such a historical imagination that Racine's drama
 opposes its own simple action: the immediate and lasting impression,
 recalling the tragedies of passion, of Esther's beauty upon Assuerus
 (I.i.70-76), as well as the constancy of Esther herself, the unchanging
 devotion to God's desires which she, like the chorus's song, embodies.
 Rather than reinventing the character of Aman, Racine represents in
 Aman the will to history, just as the Jews in Esther represent the
 vehicle and object of that will: a will which threatens to subordinate
 the singularity of experience ("one alone") to its historicization, to
 supplant the divine fact of being with human temporal design, to
 change what is, has been, and will be, into what "once was." What
 Aman desires to achieve by destroying the Jews in particular is the
 creation of a dramatic impression of movement in the human theater
 of action generally- "the face" of "the earth"-and it is this impres-
 sion that, with the downfall of Aman, Racine's drama temporarily lays
 to rest.

 But the masterpiece of the form of antihistorical drama intimated
 by Esther is Athalie, the historical play in which constancy conquers
 without the aid of any visually engendered passion, any objective visu-
 al impression at all. For when Athalie, certainly the most fully fleshed
 of the play's characters, identifies the sight of Joas with a vision she has
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 seen in a dream-repeating the typical Racinian marker of a decisive

 visual impression: "Je l'ai vu" (II.v.538) [I saw him]-she believes she
 may see and rule on earth what that dream represents. The interview
 with Joas she desired leaves her "content": "Mais nous nous rever-
 rons. Adieu; je sors contente:/ J'ai voulu voir, j'ai vu" (II.viii.736-77)

 [But we will see each other again. Farewell; I leave content: / I wanted
 to see; I saw].

 Yet Athalie does not realize that she has "seen," precisely, nothing.
 Joas's puppetlike responses have appeared falsely reassuring for the
 very same reason they already signify Athalie's violent end, i.e., be-
 cause spoken by no one but a puppet, a child who, rather than invent-
 ing answers, recites what he has learned from memory. When Athalie
 states that, "Un enfant est peu propre a trahir sa pensee. / Souvent d'un
 grand dessein un mot nous fait juger" (II.vi.612-13) [A child is little
 suited to concealing his thought.! Often a word makes us judge a grand
 design], she speaks with perfect accuracy, although in mistaken dra-
 matic terms, of what she did see during this interview: a child with no
 thought to conceal, and a grand design revealed in every word he spoke.
 The nondramatic but rather necessary nature of Joas's responses are
 further underscored by Racine's assertion in the preface that he only
 "put in [Joas's] mouth expressions taken from the prophets them-
 selves" (L:875). Just as she sees without seeing, Athalie hears without
 hearing; and as Joas could only answer in the words that he spoke,
 Athalie could not have understood him differently than she did.

 For in Athalie all earthly comprehension is a matter utterly beside
 the point. The machinations of the Aman-like Mathan are recognized
 from the outset for what they are, described by Abner in the first
 speech of the play in the same terms Racine used to describe unneces-
 sary dramatic complication: "Pour vous perdre il n'est point de res-
 sorts qu'il n'invente" (I.i.43) [To bring about your downfall there are no
 twists he will not invent]. Like poets who "make something out of
 nothing," human actors who wish to make history merely "invent"
 "twists" in a temporal sequence they cannot possibly perceive. In
 Athalie history cannot be made, not even by Joas: only the "word" of
 God, which alone is "stable" (I.iii.158), can be learned and repeated,
 and it is not clear for how long even the purity of memorization can
 survive the power of earthly vision. Preparing Joas for the part he is
 about to play on earth, Joad asks him if he swears to be "always
 faithful" to the "eternal rule" of divine law (IV.iii.1381-82). Joas's
 response is the single question which can no longer be answered once
 the curtain lowered upon him in the temple is raised: "Pourrais-je a
 cette loi ne pas me conformer?" (IV.iii. 1838) [Could I not conform to
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 this law? ] For as soon as Joas, the puppet and personal retainer of God's
 written law, is revealed from within the temple to be on the earth-
 unveiled in an act already doomed by its own staged theatricality-he
 may prove to be no more nor less than what he is on earth, that is, the
 grandson of Athalie. When Joad warns Joas that with the accession to
 power he may be made by flatterers "to hate the truth," to view virtue
 "under a horrible image" which "they will paint," (IV.iii. 1400-1401),
 he in fact reiterates the fate of Joas-to turn from, and invoke the anger
 of God-described by Racine in his preface [I:875].

 As Racine also explains in the preface, he named his drama for
 Athalie, although its "subject" is "Joas recognized and put on the
 throne," because she "played such a considerable personage in it and it
 is her death that ends the play" (I:8 72). Yet what the play Athalie most
 forcefully indicates is that with the passage of time the fates of Athalie
 and Joas will become interchangeable. Once "placed upon the
 throne," this "exterminating angel" (V.v.1698) is subject to exter-
 mination in turn, once, that is, he learns to forget the text he has
 memorized whole, confusing the divine movements it delineates in
 the static and unknowably systematic form of binding law with the
 impression of movement effected by human rule and representation.
 The impression of self-containing textuality effected in the tragedies
 of passion through the synchronic form of the instant is replaced in
 Athalie with the historical form of Joas, the temporary embodiment of
 textual unity itself. In defense of that remarkable representation Ra-
 cine wrote the following in the preface:

 It was no more the case with the children of the Jews than with most of

 ours. They were taught the Holy Letters not only as soon as they had the

 use of reason, but, if I may use an expression of Saint Paul, at the mother's
 breast. Each Jew was obliged to write the volume of the whole entire Law
 one time in his life in his own hand. Kings were even obliged to write it

 twice, and they were enjoined to have it continually before their eyes.

 [1:8731

 Rather than describing a dramatic action of any kind, Racine writes

 here of the act of integral recopying; rather than an instant of vision
 defining a constant passion, he describes the obligation of maintaining
 the full text of the Law "continually" in view. The immutability of
 vision in one case and the inconstant, temporal nature of continuity in
 the other constitute the tragic structure they share: the structure of
 texts which reveal any envisioned movement of time, any representa-
 tion of human history "invented" in literature or in life, to be the
 moment of an impression in time they articulate and contain.
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